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AbstrAct
Nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization by suprathermal pressure gradients found in specific 
regimes is shown to be a key factor in reducing tokamak microturbulence, augmenting significantly 
the thermal pressure electromagnetic stabilization. Based on nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations 
investigating a set of ion heat transport experiments on the JET tokamak, described by Mantica et al. 
[Phys. Rev. Lett. 107 135004 (2011)], this result explains the experimentally observed improved ion 
core confinement and stiffness reduction. These findings are expected to improve the extrapolation 
of advanced tokamak scenarios to reactor relevant regimes.

1. IntroductIon
It is well established that the primary limitation of energy confinementin tokamaks is turbulent 
transport driven by microinstabilities [1]. The ion-temperaturegradient(ITG) instability [2], in 
particular, has been long identified as an important driverof microturbulence, and is primarily 
responsible for ion heat losses. ITG modes are drivenlinearly unstable by logarithmic ion temperature 
gradients above a critical threshold, i.e.,by R/LTi > R/LTi,crit, where the tokamak major radius R 
is a normalizing factor. Themodes saturate in conjunction with nonlinearly excited zonal flows, 
forming a self-organized turbulent system which sets the transport fluxes [3]. In the following, we 
term ‘stiffness’ the degree of sensitivity of the ion heat flux to the driving R/LTi. At lower stiffness, 
higher R/LTi is attained for the same input heat flux and critical threshold.
 Recent experiments have challenged our present theoretical understanding of ITG turbulence [4, 
5]. A significant reduction of ion stiffness was reported in conditions of concomitant low magnetic 
shear ŝ and high rotational flow shear. However, until now, nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations have 
not reproduced the stiffness reduction, yielding absolute levels of ion heat flux well above the 
experimental measurements [5]. Understanding this phenomenon, and bridging the gap between the 
experimental observation and theoretical prediction, is critical for increased trust in extrapolations 
of turbulent transport to future devices such as ITER.
 In this Letter, we report on gyrokinetic simulations of a number of discharges from the data-set 
reported in Ref.[5], using the Gene code [6]. These simulations include for the first time modeled 
fast ion species arising from both neutral beam injection (NBI) and ion cyclotron resonance heating 
(ICRH). Nonlinear stabilization of ITG turbulence by both thermal and suprathermal pressure 
gradients is predicted to significantly reduce the simulated ion heat flux to levels in line with the 
measured values, explaining the observed stiffness reduction. This mechanism is shown to be more 
effective at low ˆs, in agreement with observations.
 Previously considered linear mechanisms of fast ion stabilization of ITG modes are insufficient 
to explain the observed degree of flux reduction for these discharges. These include linear 
electromagnetic (i.e., including both electric and magnetic field fluctuations in the model) 
stabilization by suprathermal pressure gradients [7], fast ion dilution of the main ion species [8, 9], 
and Shafranov shift stabilization [10]. Here, we report on electromagnetic nonlinear simulations 
of experimental discharges.
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2. ExpErImEntAl dIschArgEs.
A subset of discharges from the dataset described in Ref. [5] are analyzed at r = 0.33, where r is the 
normalized square root of the toroidal flux. The data splits into two branches corresponding to high 
and low stiffness, separated by heating scheme. While the discharges in both branches utilize ICRH, 
the discharges in the ‘low stiffness branch’ also utilize significant NBI. We concentrate on the ‘low 
stiffness branch’, and the specific discharges studied are circled in Fig. 1. The reduced stiffness is 
evident both from modulation experiments and from measured R/LTi which are significantly greater 
than the modeled linear instability thresholds. We note however that the ion heat transport in Pulse 
No: 66404 has been analyzed in Ref. [11], and the possibility of increased critical threshold also 
contributing to the observation is not ruled out. The correlation between reduced stiffness and low 
ŝ is reported in Ref. [5].
 Interpretative simulations of the selected discharges were carried out with the CRONOS [12] 
suite of integrated modeling codes. The fast ion profiles was calculated by NEMO/SPOT [13] for 
NBI-driven fast ions, and by SELFO [14] for the ICRH-driven fast ions (3He). SELFO includes 
finite ion cyclotron orbit width effects, which is important for an accurate calculation of the ICRH 
fast ion pressure profile width. The interpretative analysis yields safety factor q and ŝ values within 
≈15% of the MSE or polarimetry constrained EFIT calculations. The dimensionless parameters of 
the discharge fed into the nonlinear gyrokinetic calculations are summarized in Tab. I. Details of 
the heating schemes for these discharges are in Ref. [4]. The ion heat flux and stiffness sensitivity to 
the various parameters were extensively studied. According to the simulations, the key parameters 
which impact the stiffness in this parameter regime are βe and the fast ion profiles.

3. sImulAtIon sEtup
The gyrokinetic turbulence code Gene was used in the radially local limit, justified since 1/r*≈500 
for the range of plasma parameters studied here [15, 16]. r* is the ion Larmor radius normalized to 
the tokamak minor radius. Typical Gene grid parameters were as follows: perpendicular box sizes [Lx, 
Ly] = [170, 125] in units of rs ≡

 cs/Ωci, perpendicular grid discretizations [nx, ny]
 = [192, 48], nz = 24 

points in the parallel direction, 32 points in the parallel velocity direction, and 8 magnetic moments. 
cs

 ≡ (Te/mi)
1/2 and Ωci

 ≡ (eB/mi). x is the Gene radial coordinate, z the coordinate along the field line, 
and y the binormal coordinate. All simulations included kinetic electrons. Both an analytical circular 
geometry model [17] as well as an experimental geometry were used. Extensive convergence tests 
were carried out for representative simulations throughout the parameter space spanned.
 The ion heat fluxes correspond to time-averaged values over the saturated state of the Gene 
simulations, and are in gyroBohm normalized units. The normalizing factor is qiGB = Ti

2.5
 nimi

0.5/
e2B2R2, where ni is the ion density and mi the ion mass. However, for consistency with Refs. [4, 5], 
ne was used as a proxy for ni in the normalization in this work. When toroidal rotational flow shear 
is included, γE ≡

 r
q

cs
R

dΩ
R (     )  is the normalized perpendicular flow shear rate. In the electromagnetic 

simulations, only the δB⊥
 fluctuations were computed, justified by the relatively low βe values. 

Including δB|| in the system had a negligible impact on the heat flux predictions.
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4. ImpAct of flow shEAr.
The high and low stiffness branches are correlated with low (γE ≈

 0.1) and high (0.3) flow shear 
respectively. This correlation, together with concomitant low ŝ, was previously hypothesized to lead 
to the stiffness reduction. However, as shown in R/LTi and γE scans in Fig.2, the modeled impact 
of the flow shear on the ion heat flux was not sufficient to reduce the flux level and stiffness to the 
experimental values. ŝ = 0.2 in the scans, chosen to test the flow shear stabilization impact in the 
lower range of reasonable variations from the nominal value. Scans at the nominal ˆs and q values 
also did not reproduce the experimental observations.
 The impact of parallel velocity gradient (PVG) destabilization is significant. This can be seen 
by comparing Fig.2a, where the simulations included PVG, and Fig.2b, which artificially excluded 
PVG. The significance of PVG drive has previously been seen in gyrokinetic simulations [18]. Its 
impact decreases with decreasing geometrical factor q/∈ [19], where ∈≡ r/R is the inverse tokamak 
aspect ratio at the local radius r. For the circular geometry applied, q/∈ = 11.8 at r = 0.33. Additional 
simulations were carried out with exact experimental geometry, where q/〈∈〉 = 10 and 〈.〉 denotes a 
flux surface average. In these cases the impact of the PVG destabilization is only slightly diminished, 
maintaining the basic picture portrayed in Fig.2.

6. ImpAct of ElEctromAgnEtIc EffEcts.
Here we present the significant impact of electromagnetic stabilization on the microturbulence in the 
discharges studied. Linear and nonlinear βe scans based on Pulse No: 66404 parameters are shown in 
Fig.3. The range of experimental βe values (0 − 0.5%) lies significantly below the simulated kinetic 
ballooning mode (KBM) thresholds. Electromagnetic effects lead to linear ITG mode stabilization 
with increasing βe [20]. For our parameters, this leads to a growth rate reduction of ≈ 25% at βe = 
0.5%, at the upper range of our experimental βe values. The degree of linear ITG mode stabilization, 
i.e., the relative reduction of γ for βe

 > 0 compared with βe =
 0, is stronger as R/LTi is increased. This 

is consistent with the corresponding increase of the coupling between the electromagnetic shear 
Alfvén wave and the ITG mode with pressure gradients at any given βe value [20].
 A striking observation is that the nonlinear electromagnetic ITG stabilization significantly exceeds 
the linear stabilization, increasing to ≈ 65% as compared with the linear ≈ 25% at the upper range 
of the experimental βe values. This is consistent with Gene results reported in Refs. [21–23], which 
correlated the enhanced nonlinear stabilization with increased relative zonal flow activity and zonal 
flow effective growth rates. This increase may be related to the predicted increased coupling to zonal 
flows in the electromagnetic regime [24]. Future work will investigate these dynamics further.
 A key point is that the nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization can be significantly augmented by 
suprathermal pressure gradients. A parameter of merit for the strength of the electromagnetic impact 
on the linear ITG mode – to which the nonlinear effect is likely linked – is α ≡ βq2Sj (R/Lnj + R/LTj), 
where j sums over all particle species. α is a dimensionless measure of the pressure gradient. While 
not an exact parameterization in the general case, α nevertheless captures the qualitative dependency 
of the effect on the various relevant parameters [7, 20]. For Pulse No: 66404, the increase in α due 
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to the modeled ICRH and NBI fast ion contributions is shown in Fig.4. Importantly, the fast ions 
increase α while simultaneously not contributing to the ITG mode drive. The most significant fast
ion contribution to α is at r < 0.4, coinciding with the decreased stiffness zone in the experiments [11].
 The importance of the suprathermal pressure in reproducing the experimental results is seen 
in Fig.5. These simulations constitute the full comparison with the experiments and minimize the 
simplifying assumptions. Electromagnetic effects, collisions, flow shear, realistic Te/Ti, impurities, 
fast ions, and experimental geometry are included. The fast particle populations induced by NBI 
and ICRH are treated as separate hot Maxwellian species, taking the average energy of the fast ion 
slowing-down distributions as the temperatures: Tfast = 26–34keV for NBI accelerated D, and Tfast 
= 20–23keV for ICRH accelerated 3He.
 For Pulse No: 70084, agreement between the simulation and measurement was reached for 
input parameters (e.g., R/LTi) within the confidence intervals of the nominal values. Pulse No’s: 
66130, 66404, and 73224 were all simulated with their nominal parameters. For Pulse No: 73224, 
agreement within 30% of the experimental flux value was obtained. For Pulse No’s: 66130 and 
66404, agreement within a factor of 3 was obtained. When removing the fast ions, the ion heat 
flux for Pulse No: 66404 was increased by a factor of ≈ 2, and for Pulse No: 73224 by an order of 
magnitude. The fast ion stabilization shown here is primarily an electromagnetic stabilization effect, 
providing significant flux reduction beyond ion dilution and the Shafranov shift linear stabilization. 
From dedicated simulations, we have also seen that the degree of stabilization does not depend on 
the relative values of R/LT and R/Ln of the fast ion species, as long as the α value remains constant.
 The experimentally observed low stiffness is also captured by the simulations. This is indicated 
by reduced R/LTi runs carried out for Pulse No’s: 66404 and 73224, displayed in Fig.5. The low 
stiffness for Pulse No: 73224 is accompanied by an enhanced threshold upshift, indicated by marginal 
stability at R/LTi = 6.9, significantly above the linear threshold of R/LTi,crit ≈ 2.5. This is consistent 
with Ref. [22], where a threshold shift was accompanied by a stiffness reduction when moving 
from the electrostatic limit to finite βe. The seeming lack of threshold modification for Pulse No: 
66404 is attributed to residual activity of trapped electron modes, destabilized by the higher R/Ln 

and observed at low R/LTi in linear analysis of this discharge.
 The remaining discrepancies in the flux values between the various simulations and measurements
can be reconciled by reasonable variations of the input parameters – such as R/LTi, Te/Ti, ŝ, q, and 
Zeff – within the experimental uncertainties. Zeff ≡ (SZj

2) nj /ne is the effective ion charge. However, 
the discrepancies observed when not including the fast ions in an electromagnetic framework are 
clearly outside this envelope.
 We note that discharges in the ‘high stiffness’ branch were also investigated. The significantly 
lower thermal and suprathermal pressure gradients led to a much reduced impact on the ion heat 
flux and stiffness reduction compared with the ‘low stiffness branch’. This is consistent with 
the electromagnetic stabilization mechanism being primarily responsible for the splitting of the 
experimental data into two separate stiffness branches.
 Finally, the impact of the electromagnetic stabilization is stronger at low ŝ. This is shown in 
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Tab. II. The simulations – based on Pulse No: 66404 – used circular geometry with q = 1.7. This ŝ 
dependence of the electromagnetic stabilization is in qualitative agreement with the experimentally 
observed decreased stiffness at low ˆs.

summAry And ImplIcAtIons
Based on gyrokinetic simulations with the Gene code, nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization of 
ITG modes by both thermal and suprathermal pressure gradients is shown to be the key factor 
leading to a reduced ion temperature profile stiffness regime at JET. This mechanism provides a 
clear explanation for the observations, as opposed to the previously hypothesized mechanism of 
concomitant low magnetic shear and high rotational flow shear, which is shown to be insufficient 
to lead to significant stiffness reduction. The electromagnetic stabilization is also seen to be more 
effective at low magnetic shear, in line with the experimental trends. For these discharges, the 
nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization due to fast ions is significantly greater than linear fast ion 
stabilization processes such as Shafranov shift stabilization, ion dilution, and linear electromagnetic 
stabilization. This effect has striking consequences for burning plasma tokamak scenarios, where 
essentially for larger devices flow shear is expected to be low but the fast ion component from 
fusion-α particles will be significant. Evidence of such improved ion energy confinement in JET DT 
plasmas has been seen [25, 26]. Furthermore, the increased strength of the effect at low ŝ indicates 
an improved energy confinement extrapolation for burning hybrid scenarios, which contain a large 
volume of low ŝ [27]. This applies for DT hybrid scenarios at JET – which may achieve improved 
energy confinement beyond what has been observed in DD discharges – as well as for future burning 
plasma experiments such as ITER.
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Table 1: Discharge dimensionless parameters. The ŝ and q values were calculated by CRONOS, assuming neoclassical 
current diffusion. The discharges were analyzed in a quasi-stationary state at flattop at r = 0.33. The values are 
averaged over time t = 9.5–10.5s for Pulse No’s: 70084 and 66130, over t = 6.5–7.5s for Pulse No: 66404, and 
over t = 7–8s for 73224. For brevity, only the error bars for parameters which have significant impact on the system 
in the parameter range studied are displayed. The errors are statistical and do not take into account any possible 
systematic errors. T(e,i) are the electron and ion temperatures, R/L(T,n) the normalized logarithmic temperature and 
density gradients. βe ≡

 pe/ (B
2/2μ0), the ratio between the thermal electron and magnetic pressure. ν*  is the electron-

ion collision frequencynormalized to the trapped electron bounce frequency.

Table 2: Gene simulations based on Pulse No: 66404 with collisions, circular geometry, two species, and assumed 
Te/Ti = 1. The uncertainty values reflect the ion heat flux fluctuations during the saturated state. The electromagnetic 
stabilization is stronger at low ŝ, as reflected by the ‘stabilization factor’, which is the ratio between the electromagnetic 
and electrostatic ion heat fluxes.

Pulse No: ŝ q Te/T i R/LT i R/L T e R/Lne βe[%] ν

70084 .7 1.7 1.08 ± 0.04 3.5 ± 0.5 3.8 1.4 0.19 ± 0.01 0.07

66130 .7 1.8 1.25 ± 0.13 6 ± 0.4 6.5 2.4 0.46 ± 0.09 0.04

66404 .4 1.8 1.14 ± 0.06 8.6 ± 0.9 5.5 3.8 0.35 ± 0.07 0.02

73224 .5 10

0

0

0

.7 1.0 ± 0.02 9.3 ± 1 6.8 1.3 0.33 ± 0.004 0.038

*

βe qi [gyroBohm units][%] Stabilization
factor

0 0.2 180± 14
3.5

0.32 0.2 52± 11

0 0.45 230± 14
2.6

0.32 0.45 88± 16

0 0.7 246± 26
2.7

0.32 0.7 90± 30

ŝ
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Figure 1: Ion heat flux versus logarithmic ion temperature 
gradients, from JET data presented in Ref. [5] showing 
a separation between high and low stiffness regimes at
r = 0.33. The specific discharges studied in this Letter 
are circled.

Figure 2: Ion heat flux in nonlinear Gene R/LTi and γE 
scans based on Pulse No: 70084 parameters at r = 0.33
(q/∈ = 11.8 for circular geometry). ŝ/q = 0.2/1.3 throughout. 
Results are shown both including (a) and neglecting 
(b) PVG destabilization. All runs were electrostatic, 
collisionless, used circular geometry, and assumed
Te/Ti =

 1. The results are compared with the low stiffness 
data at r = 0.33 from Ref. [5].

Figure 3: Linear growth rates (a) and nonlinear ion heat 
fluxes (b) calculated in βe and R/LTi scans based on Pulse 
No: 66404 parameters at r = 0.33. In the linear scan,
ky = 0.4 in units of 1/rs. Runs included collisions, 
experimental geometry, two species, and assumed Te/Ti

 = 1.

Figure 4: The comparative influence of thermal and 
suprathermal pressure components on α for Pulse No: 
66404. Increased α corresponds qualitatively to increased 
electromagnetic stabilization. The strong influence of 
suprathermal pressure for r < 0.4 coincides with the 
measured low stiffness zone.
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Figure 5: Comparison of nonlinear Gene simulations and experimental ion heat flux measurements for the five separate 
discharges at r = 0.33. The importance of the fast ion contribution is underlined by the sensitivity studies carried out 
for Pulse No: 66404 and 73224. The dashed lines connect the results of the nominal 66404 and 73224 simulations 
with results obtained at reduced R/LTi.
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